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IN THIS ISSUE
MESSAGE FROM
CENTER CLUB

EDUCATION AND
EMPLOYMENT
DING DONG: YOUR
FOOD DELIVERY IS
HERE

OUR NEW NORMAL
The state of our world has changed and like everyone else, we are slowly trying
to figure out what this means to Center Club. Even though Center Club closed
its doors on March 17th, we have continued to provide support by staying in
touch either by telephone, mail, email, Facebook and providing grocery pick-up
or home delivery.
At this time, we are in discussions on how we can safely re-open while following
the state’s and the Center of Disease recommendations, such as wearing a face
mask and practicing social distancing by being 6 feet apart. We are committed
to the safety of our members and staff while transitioning to providing all the
services Center Club has always offered. Please consider joining us for a
Clubhouse Meeting via conference call as we continue to discuss what measures
we can take into consideration for the re-opening process.
Our world might look different, and we might not be able to go to the beach or
have large gatherings right away, but one thing will always remain the same,
Center Club will always be a supportive community!
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EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT
SERVSAFE EXAM AT
SNAPCHAT
BY: ROBERT SOLLENBERGER

I was really in a bind for money to repay my
student payment plan, at the college where
am studying Human Services. I decided that I
needed work for pay.
While meeting regularly with a Center Club
staff member for employment, Rina was able
to help me find me a job at SnapChef and
suggested that it would be a good place for
me to start work. I also used the Internet for
this search.

cleaning a bit. I had a conversation
with one of the staff. On the second
floor you find your younger staff, very
energetic. There are good staff on the
first floor. The weather is too cold for
me. I think I they are more serious in a
good way. The staff on the third floor
are a little mysterious. And again in a
good way. And I am a member writing
whatever comes out of my brain to the
hand and then the paper. That’s what I
get for taking writing classes!

At Snap Chef last week, I attended a ServSafe
training class at Snapchef in Dorchester, MA
near Feild's Corner subway station. The class
was interesting and also included a knife
training! A lot of the material was a repeat for
Certificate.
Snapchef gives excellent training to prepare
the employee for paid work. Fortunately, this
is the reason for success. I'll be able to use
the Servsafe certificate in the future, greatly.
Thank you.

THAT’S WHAT I GET GOR
TAKING WRITING CLASS
BY: CARMEN CAPELES

Waiting for the group to start at
11:00am. The group name is Jobs and
Java is run by Kate one of the staff. For
now I am in Robin’s room, another
staff. So I find myself writing this. Half
hour ago I was at the second floor
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Beautiful spring afternoon in Harvard Square.

By: John Gardner
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DING DONG: YOUR
GROCERIES ARE HERE
By: Amy G.

During the state’s stay in place order, with
Center Club closed and most of Boston shut
down, I’ve enjoyed being a part of the grocery
delivery team. We have members of our
Center Club community who can’t get out of
their apartments to get groceries and
supplies. On Tuesdays and Thursdays, we
have been able to prepare grocery bags to
deliver. Alison orders supplies to be delivered
to the Club, then we sort them and make up
bags for members who are able to come by.
We also usually have 10 to 12 people that we
take deliveries to. Sean has been going twice
a week, and Chris and I have been switching
off days to partner with him. I’ve had the
Thursday shift. I love going to visit members,
although we usually do a contactless delivery
- we place the box or bag outside the door, on
the steps or on the porch. Even though we’re
all wearing masks, it’s been really great to get
to see members in person and make eye

Keith and Sean sort out our groceries

contact. I’ve also really enjoyed getting to see
new parts of the city and get to know Boston
in a new way. I normally ride the T
everywhere I go, so riding in the van has been
a different experience.

Chris is preparing salad bags

Food pickup is available every Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday from 12:00-2:00 p.m. at Center Club, please ring
the door bell and a staff member will help you. If you
need a home delivery, please call our main number 617788-1000 and leave a message. We will get back to you.
Amy is packing up our van for the deliveries.
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REMEBERING OUR FALLEN
HEROES
BY: JOHN GARDNER

Photo by John Gardner

Photo by: John Gardner

Eddie Powers was a U.S. Veteran of the
Airforce in the Korean War. He was a friend of
Bill Walker's and someone who meant a lot to
Bill because Bill's Father was also in the
Military serving as a Pilot in the very same
conflict. Prior to the Spring of 2015, Bill and
Eddie had been planting flags at the graves of
Veterans in Mattapan for quite some time
honoring those men and woman of the United
States military who honorably fought in the
various Theatres and Campaigns, across the
Globe dating back to the Revolutionary War.
Eddie brought Bill into his project, and then
Bill asked me to become involved in it.
When we told Mary Gregorio about it, she
thought it would be a great idea if Center Club
began planting flags to honor Veterans
beginning in 2016. This year, 2020, will be the
5th spring in a row that Club Staff and
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Members will be planting flags in Boston
Cemeteries. It is one of the most important,
and meaningful, things that we participate in
each Spring. And we are proud to say that a
global pandemic will not prevent us one bit
from carrying on our tradition which begin:
Tomorrow May 12th at Mt. Calavary
Cemetery.

Many of us missed the start of spring, given that we were
not able to go outside. Here’s a little piece of spring for
you, courtsey of John Gardner
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HEATH AND WELLNESS
HOW I HAVE BEEN STAYING
BUSY
BY: MICHAEL BARKER

One of the things I have been doing to stay
busy, is catch up on my reading, especially
geography and world news. I love
geography and seeing how other countries
are responding to this pandemic. I also have
been watching television, but I limit the
amount of news I watch. It can become
depressing if you watch it too much. I have
also been going for a walks every other day.
Fresh air and sunshine is good for you, so
it’s important to go outside. I know it feels
very boring, especially since you cannot see
your friends, but I like going to Center Club
to pick up groceries. Because I see other
members and staff, although it’s from a
distance, it’s nice to see everybody.
Remember to wear you mask outside and
distance yourself from others. If you don’t
have a mask, Center Club have been giving
out masks.
A little Corona Virus humor, by John Gardner
They said that a mask and gloves were enough to go
to the supermarket. They lied, everyone else has
clothes on.
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HELPING HAS BEEN
HEALING
ARTICLE AND PHOTO BY: JOHN GARDNER

During this time that the world has been on
pause with the Coronavirus illness, I have
been helping family, friends, and neighbors
in our area in any way that I can. I have a
car, and have been sharing supplies with a
variety of different folks from Club
Members, to Family members and
Neighbors. I think it is imperative that we
support and help one another in these
difficult times, and will continue to do so as
long as possible!

What I have been doing for myself is exercise, I
have been exercising lately with resistance
bands and dumbbells, in addition to doing
stretching, sit-ups and pushups- and going on
long walks with either my Brother, or friends,
during this time of self-care with the
Coronavirus upon us. We all take great
measures when together, so not to expose one
another to viruses, resulting in sickness. I also
go on long walks and drives with family or
friends, wearing masks and gloves, and
frequently washing our hands. Our trips have
been to Concord and Lexington, Duxbury, Cape
Cod, New Hampshire and Maine! The drives
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and Exercises has done a lot for my own Mental
Health, and feel strong and happy as a result.

AT LEAST IT ISN'T
MOLASSES
By Alan R. Baptista

As we experience this challenging period of
history brought on by the global Corona
Virus pandemic, it brings to mind another
time in history that I learned about while I
was in day treatment at Center House. It
was not a global pandemic, but a tragic
occurrence here in Boston: The Molasses
Flood of 1919. You may wonder why that
comes to mind, so I will explain.
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speak to my clinician Brad. He explained
that it is unhealthy to judge ourselves for
our emotions, and that emotions are not
facts. (These are words that have been very
helpful to me on many occasions.)
Then, I thought about how horrifying the
experience must have been. I am sure that
it was not a pleasant way to die. The
survivors must have been traumatized by
the event, and they faced incredible loss.
Ever since reading that story, when I am
going through something difficult, I think
about what I am facing versus what those
Bostonians went through during the Great
Molasses Flood of 1919. And I think to
myself: At least it isn't molasses!

“WHAT TO DO? WHAT TO
DO?
BY: Helen Cheltenham

Every day on my way to Center House, I
would pick up a copy of the Metro
newspaper. On this particular day, they had
a story about the Great Boston Molasses
Flood, which occurred on January 15, 1919
at around 12:40 pm in the North End. A
large storage tank filled with
2.3 million gallons of molasses burst, and
the resultant wave of molasses rushed
through the streets at an estimated
35 mph, killing 21 people,injuring 150, and
destroying buildings.
I had some overwhelming emotions to the
story. Initially I found some humor at the
thought of a molasses flood. This caused
me to feel ashamed, prompting me to
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Now that the apocalypse is upon us, one
need only ask, how do I bide my time, while
waiting for it to end? This question could be
answered in many ways. However, I chose
to answer it the “unique,” Cheltenham way.
I initially started writing poems. It’s like
they began pouring from my brain:

Then, I began to yearn for more, when
incidentally, upon my request for groceries
from Center Club, I received them as well as
Time, other magazines, and an Adult
Coloring book with pencils – It truly felt like
I died and went to Heaven.
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Thereafter, Center Club sent me some
journaling pages with the other side blank.
That of course, was when I truly died and
went to Heaven only to come back as
“Helen with a creative brain.”
I was able to use many of the pages to
express my feelings about the “COVID-19”
virus. Then, I became inspired to create my
own coloring pages. this, gave me the vein
of creative “happy” or “whimsical” content.
So, I am sure that you too can create your

Both illustrations by Helen Cheltenham

Chris recently asked members
how they were spending their
time?
Jose: "Yo lo que hago es jugar en el
teléfono juegos" Recomienda: PUBG,
NOVA y fifa

own works of art. So other members can
enjoy this genre, I challenge other members
to find something that has affected you by
writing your poems, drawing about your
feelings on paper, or just writing about our
current state of affairs.
There are many things we can do. We can
climb our own hills or scale our own
mountains. In doing so, we can
communicate with our acquaintances and
friends at Center Club. Smile!
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Eric: Has been using music as a means
to pass the time. Both music he loves
and trying new music he has not yet
heard.
Daniel: Likes to use his writing as a
means to pass the time and has been
working on new stories.

Alan: He has been watching various
musicals through youtube and his
subscription to "Broadway Hits" and
recently joined Disney+, he has tons of
recommendations to share.
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Unexpected House Guests
By Kate Fazio
One upside of the pandemic for me has been
welcoming Center Club’s three guinea pigs into
my home since the Center Club building closed in
March. Over the past several weeks, Star, Spanky,
and Portobello have gotten to know each other

better. At first, the three guinea pigs had little
quarrels with each other during what I call,
“Guinea Pig Playtime.” This is when I let the
guinea pigs out of their cages to wander around
the hallway and bathroom. However, now they
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legs
as a
step
for
them.
Star
still
needs
a
carrot
to be
lured
out,
but Portobello needs no encouragement! He will
try to climb out if I open the door for any reason.
Portobello has also learned to get my attention by
climbing on top of his little house and “wheeking”
at me, which is a special noise that guinea pigs
make when they want something. This never fails
to make me smile.
The Club has continued to keep the food coming
for these hungry guinea pigs. We also received a
very thoughtful gift from Donna McCormick, who
donated Timothy hay and three bags of guinea pig
food. Along with enjoying the food, the guinea
pigs also love hiding under the box that everything
arrived in. In conclusion, while I miss everyone at
the Club, it is nice to have the guinea pigs as a

seem comfortable with the routine and have
become best buddies.
The guinea pigs have also learned new skills
during their time here. Now, both Portobello and
Star are able to walk out of their cages if I use my
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reminder of the Club right in my hallway.
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ARTS AND
LEISURE
REVIEW: “DOLLY PARTON’S
SMOKY MOUNTAIN
CHRISTMAS CAROL”
By Alan R. Baptista
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“Wish Book,” which tells of a tradition that the
Parton family acted out each year. They would
scan through the pages of the Sears Roebuck
Catalogue, wishing for things that they probably
could not afford.

The tradition of families and communities
gathering to make music is an old Southern
tradition, one very familiar to the Parton family.
This is brought home several times throughout
the play.

Book by David H. Bell; Music and Lyrics by Dolly
Parton
Choreography by John Dietrich; Scenic Design by
Scott Davis; Costume Designer Linda Roothke
Directed by Curt Wollen
Emerson Colonial Theatre, Boston MA
I had the pleasure of seeing this production twice,
on opening night Tuesday, December 3, 2019 and
at a matinee on Sunday, December 23 with fellow
members of Center Club. I was joined at the
matinee by Barbara Brown; Lynne Campbell; Kok
Win Chu; Rose DiPiro; Steve Ochsner; and staff
member Sean Coppinger. Everyone enjoyed the
production.
Only a curmudgeon could find fault with this
charming take on Charles Dicken’s “A Christmas
Carol.” Librettist David H Bell and legendary
songwriter Dolly Parton have created an
Americanized version of the Scrooge tale that is at
once heartwarming and witty.
Set in the Smoky Mountains of East Tennessee of
1936, the musical finds Ebenezer Scrooge the
owner of the local coal mine, the factory store,
and most of the town businesses. The libretto tells
us of how Scrooge wrested all of his partner
Marley’s business shares, adding new insight to
his background.
Bell also humanizes the old miser. He
accomplishes this by establishing a relationship
between Scrooge and Tiny Tim when the crippled
lad visits the general store, where Scrooge and
Bob Cratchit are tending to business.
The story is as much a paen to Dolly Parton’s
home place as it is a retelling of the Dickens
classic. Her imprint is evident in the songs, like the
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Then there are the spiritual messages brought
home in songs such as “Three Candles,” “Circle of
Love,” and “Once Upon a Christmas.” Although
she does not consider herself a “political”
creature, Parton is not one to hide her beliefs.
This includes her stance on labor issues. She
manages to get a message across in the song
“Once Upon a Christmas,” which is sung during a
scene depicting a labor strike.
There are some new plot twists that are a bit
jarring, such as the reason that Scrooge’s fiancé
decided not to wed him. However, they are minor
compared to overall tone of the piece. It is
entertainment at it’s best, not Shakespeare.
John Dietrich’s rousing, foot-stomping
choreography was a highlight. Scoot Davis’s
composite set was most effective. Linda Roothke
was up to the task of providing various costumes
for a cast playing multiple roles.

Center Club
The cast, consisting mostly of regional talent,
executed their roles admirably. Stadouts include
Peter Colburr’s Scrooge, who hit all the right
marks. Mary Tanner was a delight as the robust
Ghost of Christmas Past and Mrs. Dilber, Scrooge’s
chambermaid. In the dual roles of Eben, the young
Scrooge, and Fred, his nephew, Jonathan Acorn
successfully carries out both parts.
Dolly’s songwriting is top-notch, as usual. The real
standout is “Appalachian Snow,” a beautiful ode
to memories of home.
“Dolly Parton’s Smoky Mountain Christmas Carol”
ran from December 3 through December 29, 2019
at the Emerson Colonial Theatre on Boylston
Street. Should it return next year, I highly
recommend it.

THE SHOW MUST GO ON
BY: CHRIS HATCH
The acting workshop has been meeting
regularly on Wednesdays at 4pm while the club
has been closed. Club member Alan Baptista
facilitates the weekly meetings with care and
enthusiasm and everyone is encouraged to
participate. During this time, we connect with
one another on how things have been going for
us while at home and offer words of support
and encouragement. After we check in, there is
an opportunity for anyone who wants to share
something, including poems, songs,
monologues, and musical instruments. We have
heard some wonderful performances in our
calls from club members including Rose Celletti,
Rose Dipiro, Lynne Campbell, and Kok Win Chu.
Finally, with Alan playing karaoke tracks
through his phone we finish with singing group
numbers together! Oftentimes we sing songs
from our show "Timeless", which has Broadway
classics throughout the years by greats like Fats
Waller and Cole Porter. However we also sing
songs we all know and love, such as "That's
What Friends Are For". Everyone is welcome
and encouraged to attend the acting workshop,
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even if just to listen! Come check us out
Wednesdays at 4pm if you're in the mood to
express yourself and share some laughs and art
with one another.

AMAR, AMAR, AMAR
POR ADAN PALACIOS
Mi corazón se quedó vacío
Me dejaste sin aire
Mi corazón se quedó vacío
Me dejaste un cielo de nubarrones pero
también me dejaste el sabor fresco de
tu piel
Me dejaste lo mejor de tu vida
Olvidar nunca sería como mi mente
Se oscureciera para mi amor
Ya no hay espacio
Ya no hay lugar
Ya no tengo espacio y de naden
Mi amor ya no tiene miel
Todo te pertenece
Me dejaste sin nada
Yo sabía querer pero tú me ensañaste a
amar
A no quedarme vacío me ensañaste
amar, amar, amar
Eso es todo.
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And now, it’s time for
Alan’s Hot 10 Pop Quiz
By Alan Baptista

1.What is the longest running play in
history that opened on November 25,
1952 in London, which is still running
today?
2. Who is the first African-American to
win an acting Academy Award in 1939
for her role in “Gone with the Wind?”
3. Who is this country music legend and
movie star from Sevierville, Tennessee
that has sold over 100 million
recordings?
4. What is this toy consisting of a flexible
helical spring that can be made to
somersault down steps?
5. Who is this British mystery writer who
is outsold only by Shakespeare and the
Bible?
6. Who is the first man to step on the
moon on July 20, 1969?
7. What is the country where the
deepest lake in the world is located?
8. What is the fast food chain that first
opened its doors in San Bernardino,
California on April 15, 1955?
9. What slow-moving mammals spend
their lives hanging about in the trees of
Central and South America?
10. In 1956, Larry Harmon purchased
the licensing rights to what famous
children’s icon ahand became the first of
many to tell them to “Just keep
laughing!”? Turn to page 10 for the
answers
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Working from home…can you
guess who’s workspace this is?
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WE ARE IN
THIS
TOGETHER!
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In memory of Daniel Lopez
1958-2020
Long time member of Casa Primavera and Center
Club, Daniel passed away in March 31st. We were
are saddened and shocked to hear the news of his
passing. Daniel loved to dance and you could
always hear him sing, “Don't push me, cause i'm
close to the edge. I'm trying not to loose my
head,” Grandmaster Flash “The Message.” If
there was one thing he loved more than anything
more than the world, it was celebrating his
birthday with his housemates every October. He
would start talking about in August, reminding me
every week that we were one week closer to his
birthday party. He would go to detail about the
cake he was going to order and the food that was
going to be served. Daniel was not the only one
who had a birthday in October in his residence,
there were four other residents who also had
October birthdays, so they celebrated together.
Daniel would take pride that he was in charge of
ordering the cake. I will remember Daniel’s big
smile, the joy in his face when I asked him to be
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one of three kings during Epiphany, and the little
boogie he would always do when I saw him as I
arrived to the Club.
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Contributors:
Alan Baptista
Michael Barker
Carmen Capeles
John Gardner
Adan Palacios
Robert Sollenberger
Remember to check your
mail, we will be mailing out
our weekly Clubhouse
Meeting phone conference
number and check out our
Facebook page, Center Club
Boston to stay up to date
with everything that’s
happening at the Club.
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Answers to Alan’s Pop Quiz: 1. Agatha Christie's
“The Mousetrap” / 2. Hattie McDaniel / 3. Dolly
Parton / 4. A Slinky / 5. Agatha Chritie / 6. Neil
Armstrong / 7. Siberia (Lake Bikail) / 8. McDonalds
/ 9. Sloth / 10. Bozo the Clown

If you’re interested in submitting an article,
poem or artwork to Pulsebeat, please call Gabi
at 617-788-1098 or via email at
gaguilar@baycove.org

May is Mental Health Month! Our mental
health must be a top priority. We’re in this
together. How are you prioritizing your mental
health during COVID-19?
This is how I take care of my mental health: I
like to go for walks and listen to music. -Gabi

